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a b s t r a c t

With recent development in controlled/“living” polymerization and sequence-specific polymeric archi-
tecture design, polymeric materials with accurately designed primary structure can be to some extent
designed and prepared. Such development has actuated the design of single chain polymer nanoparticles
(SCPNs) with tunable high-order structures from well-defined polymeric precursors. Until now, various
synthetic strategies for SCPNs have been proposed and some possible applications, especially protein
mimicry, have demonstrated the SCPNs' attracting prospect. After briefly introducing the origin of SCPNs,
this feature article reviewed the recent development of SCPNs in terms of different crosslinking stra-
tegies as well as their potential applications. Meanwhile, we highlighted some important characteriza-
tion techniques for SCPNs study.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Inspiration from nature has always been one of the most sig-
nificant contributors to the development of chemistry. Proteins,
constituted with one or several folded peptides, have been found to
function under unique conformations. It is their complex and
delicate self-folded structures and dynamic self-adaptability that
endow proteins with various functions. Enzyme catalysis is one of
the most important functions, and it can promote the reaction rate
by a factor of 1019 [1]. As a result, the design of artificial enzyme that
possess high catalytic efficiency has been the intense subject of
study. Generally, there are two approaches to artificial enzymes:
the first one is to copy the structure of the enzyme active center and
the second one is to mimic the catalytic function of the enzymes
regardless of their structures [2]. As the spatial conformation of the
active center plays a significant role in enzyme catalysis, the
strategy of structure mimic has attracted much attention.

On the other hand, numerous man-made polymers with intri-
cate topological structures have been realized with the progress in
“living”/controlled polymerization and sequence-specific polymeric
architecture design [3e7]. As the similarity between native proteins
and polymers, the controlled folding of delicate designed polymers
uan).
may provide a “bottom-up” approach to artificial enzymes. Despite
promising applications in artificial enzymes and smart nano-
materials, polymers with designable advanced structures are now
only in their primary stage. Up to date, the so-called “self-folding
polymers” actually means single-chain polymer nanoparticles
(SCPNs) formed by intramolecular polymeric chain collapse [8].
Different from the foldmers, SCPNs are usually prepared with single
high molecular weight polymer chain precursor and are thought to
have high-order structures like protein. Until now, various synthetic
strategies for SCPNs have been proposed and some potential ap-
plications have demonstrated the SCPNs' attracting prospect [9e12].
Different from other artificial enzymes, SCPNs are designed to
mimic thewhole enzyme in consideration of both the conformation
and the chemical entity of the reactive center, which is similar to
molecular imprinting. However, one important difference between
them is that for SCPNs the shape of the active center is formed by
direct folding, while for molecular imprinting the formation of the
artificial active center is by virtue of imprintingmolecules. As SCPNs
have designable and tunable active center, they have been studied to
load catalyst to act as artificial enzyme mimic. Furthermore, due to
their ultra-small size, SCPNs have also been used as a novel platform
for drug delivery, imaging and sensing. In this feature article,wefirst
summarized the synthetic routes and potential applications of
SCPNs, and then we highlighted some important techniques used
for SCPN characterization.
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2. Synthetic routes and applications of SCPNs

Although Martin [13,14] first synthesized discrete polymeric
nanoparticles via intramolecular polymeric collapse in 1983, the
ultra-dilute condition for intramolecular crosslinking remained a
restriction until 2002 when Hawker's group [15] proposed to
crosslink polymeric precursor with a continuous addition strategy
that permitted the successful preparation of discrete SCPNs in
multi-gram quantities. Other than the breakthrough in the yield,
there were a variety of crosslinking methods developed for the
SCPNs. In this section, we reviewed the progress of SCPN synthesis
from the following aspects: covalent crosslinking, non-covalent
crosslinking and dynamic covalent crosslinking strategy.

2.1. Covalent crosslinking strategy

Crosslinking is the most significant step towards the SCPNs as
the crosslinking density and the crosslinking groups all contribute
to the morphology of the SCPNs. As a result, the function of the
Table 1
Recent crosslinking methods used for the SCPNs fabrication.

Functional groups
SCPNs is dependent on the choice of crosslinking agents. Among
these crosslinking methods, covalent crosslinking is the most
studied. Table 1 summarized the recent covalent crosslinking
methods used for the SCPN fabrication.

In 2002, Hawker's group developed a novel approach for pre-
paring SCPNs in multigram quantities [15]. They first copoly-
merized benzocyclobutene with styrene to obtain
benzocyclobutene-functionalized polystyrene (PS). Under 200 �C,
these linear precursors were able to undergo intramolecular
crosslinking by continuous adding strategy. SCPN formation was
confirmed by the reduction of the hydrodynamic radius, which
could be easily detected by gel permeation chromatography (GPC).
Moreover, they selectively crosslinked one block of the copolymer
and fabricated a nanoparticle-coil copolymer, which may extend
the scope of macromolecular amphiphiles. To study these novel
nanoparticle-coil amphiphiles, atomic force microscopy (AFM) was
used to visualize their conformation [18]. The difference in archi-
tecture further led to the dramatically different interfacial assembly
morphology: LangmuireBlodgett (LB) film assemblies showed
Crosslinking chemistry References

Radical reaction [16,17]

Benzocyclobutane dimerization [15,18,19]

Benzothiophene dimerization [20e22]

Olefin metathesis [23]

CuAAC [24e26]

Bergman cyclization [27,28]

Isocyanate chemistry [29]

GlasereHay coupling [30]

Michael addition [31,32]

ThioleEne click [33]

Ring-Opening
polymerization of glycidylic group

[34]

UV-Induced DielseAlder reaction [35]
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disc-like surface assemblies for the linear block copolymer pre-
cursors, while it showed “long worm” morphology for those
nanoparticle-coil copolymers [19].

On the other hand, Harth et al. [20] have exploited alternative
crosslinking chemistry for PS-based SCPNs. Benzothiophene de-
rivative was used to copolymerize with styrene and the resulting
copolymer precursors were crosslinked by heating at 250 �C.
Benzothiophene has been reported to undergo coupling to generate
dibenzocyclooctadiene, which is the same product as that of the
benzocyclobutane chemistry. To further explore its potential
applications, ABA triblock copolymers were prepared by nitroxide-
mediated living free radical polymerization with fluorene homo-
polymers or fluorene/thiophene copolymers as the macro-initiator
and the PS/poly(vinylbenzosulfone) as the A block [21]. After
intracellular collapse of the linear precursors, the isolated semi-
conducting polymeric nanoparticles showed increased quantum
efficiency depending on the A/B ratio. Considering their ultra-small
size, Harth et al. prepared poly(acrylic acid)-based SCPNs and
conjugated dendritic molecular transportermolecules onto them to
explore their potential application in peptide delivery [22]. As
shown in Fig. 1, SCPNs were first modified with trifluoroacetyl-
protected amine and succinimide group, then the dendritic mo-
lecular transporter was conjugated onto the SCPN, after which
trifluoroacetyl groups were removed to bear the amine groups. The
resulting nanoparticle 10 (in Fig. 1) could be further labeled with
Alexa Fluor 568 dye and fluorescein isothiocyanate-labeled pep-
tides to study the intracellular uptake of the nanoparticle conju-
gates. The uptake experiment indicated that the conjugated
peptides could be rapidly delivered into the cytoplasm of 3T3 cells.
As for their extremely small size and the protein-like structure,
these bioconjugates could reduce their accumulation in liver and
spleenwhile avoiding the immunogenetic reactions caused by viral
capsid carrier.

However, both the benzocyclobutane and benzosulfone chem-
istry need to be conducted under rather high temperature, which
may not be suitable to (meth)acrylate polymers. Moreover, solvent
with high boiling point used during the SCPN synthesismay become
a problem to remove. To solve these problems, Harth's group added
Fig. 1. Synthetic scheme of the poly(acrylic acid)-based SCPN-transporter conjugates. Re
an electron-donating group on the cyclobutene ring of benzocyclo-
butane to lower the activation temperature [36]. They modified the
crosslinking group onto the poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) and
successfully prepared the PMMA-based SCPNs in dimethylformide
(DMF) at 150 �C. Employing the crosslinking agent above, they
further ameliorated the synthetic strategy for the ABA-triblock
copolymer based SCPNs mentioned above. Ethylene oxide was
used to increase the hydrophilicity of 2,7-dibromofluorene mono-
mer, which was then used as the macro-initiator for t-butyl acrylate
(Fig. 2) [37]. Crosslinking agent 2-(1,2-dihydrocyclobutabenzen-1-
yloxy)-ethanamine could be easily conjugated onto the resulting
ABA triblock copolymer by post-polymerization. After thermal
crosslinking, the SCPNs were successfully prepared with abundant
carboxylates, which could be further modified with catechol for
gadoliniumcomplexation. These SCPNs showedhigherfluorescence
quantum efficiency compared with the linear precursors. Due to
their high water solubility, quantum efficiency and relaxivity, this
kind of SCPNs may be used as an integrated diagnosis agent.

The trend of the research on covalent bonding SCPNs was to
seek mild crosslinking strategy. To prepare PMMA-based SCPN,
Aiguo Hu's group has developed a novel crosslinking strategy using
Bergman cyclization by continuous addition or under ultra-dilute
condition [27]. Enediyne was employed as the crosslinking pre-
cursor, and the crosslinking temperature was quite low. Recently,
they further employed light as the trigger for SCPN formation [28].
Compared with heat, light is more specific and controllable, thus it
may provide a convenient way to crosslink the SCPN stepwise. To
endow the linear polymer precursor with photo-responsiveness,
they substituted the triple bond of the enediyne with phenyl
group and copolymerize the enediyne-containing acrylate with n-
butyl acrylate. After UV-irradiation for 6 h, SCPNs with size less
than 20 nm were confirmed by AFM.

The crosslinking strategies used above were all based on single-
component crosslinker, which is relatively stable while they need
to be activated under quite high temperature or intense UV light.
However, the use of this kind of crosslinker was limited, and the
crosslinking efficiency was generally low. As a result, double- or
multi-component crosslinker systems with higher crosslinking
printed with permission from Ref. [22]; Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.



Fig. 2. PMMA-based SCPNs crosslinked by activated benzocyclobutane. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [37]; Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.
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efficiency are required. “Click chemistry” was proposed by Sharp-
less in 2001, which referred to those modular chemical reactions
with high yield, wide range and only inoffensive byproducts [38].
Among these click chemistry reactions, copper(I)-catalyzed alky-
ne-azide cycloaddition reaction (CuAAC) was the most studied and
has been used in polymer modification, bioconjugation, in vivo la-
beling and surface modification [39e45]. Due to its quantification,
modularization, orthogonality and robustness, CuAAC has recently
been exploited as a facile way to prepare SCPNs. In 2008, Loinaz
et al. first applied CuAAC for intracellular crosslinking of the
copolymer precursors [24]. The copolymer was composed of
methyl methacrylate, 3-azidopropyl methacrylate and 3-
trimethylsilyl-propyn-1-yl methacrylate, which underwent intra-
molecular collapse in the presence of copper(I) salt. The as-formed
SCPNs could be readily designed with azide group or triple bond
just by adjusting the initial monomer ratio, which was useful for
further decoration. Similarly, Pomposo et al. modified the styrene
with triple bonds or azide groups and obtained PS-based SCPNs of
4.2 nm in THF, which was in agreement with the theoretical value
calculated from the following formula:

Dp ¼
�
6Mn

pNAr

�1
3

where Dp represents the diameter of the SCPNs, Mn represents the
number-average molecular weight of the precursor, NA is the
Avogadro constant and r is the density of the polymer precursors
[25]. Though CuAAC has provided an efficient approach for facile
and versatile SCPNs, research towards their applications is still rare.
As the polymer precursors could be easily functionalized with azide
groups, a diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid-derived dialkyne was
used as the crosslinker for poly(acrylic acid)-based SCPNs, which
were subsequently complexed with Gd(III) by simply stirring at pH
6 and subsequently explored as MRI contrast agents [26].

However, one drawback of CuAAC is the tedious process for
copper removal, which may limit its application in catalysis and
biomedicine. Hence, “click chemistry” with no copper ions has
attracted more and more attention [46e48]. As an efficient click
chemistry, photo-induced D-A ligation has been used for the
preparation of SCPNs under ambient temperature [35]. Post-
Polymerization of poly(styrene-co-4-chloromethylstyrene) with
4-hydroxy-2,5-dimethylbenzophenone (DMBP) and an N-mal-
eimide (Mal) derivative enabled the photo-responsive functional
polymer nanoparticle precursors. After irradiation under 320 nm
light for 30 min, the D-A ligation of DMBP and Mal resulted in the
SCPNswith size depending on the functional group density. Besides
click chemistry, olefin metathesis, isocyanate chemistry and
Michael addition have been explored to efficiently prepare SCPNs
[23,29,31]. However, their application in enzyme mimicry has been
rarely studied.

Although covalent bond crosslinking methods for SCPNs were
the most studied strategy, they have some intrinsic problems that
limit their further applications. Unlike the enzymes with disulfide
and non-covalent interactions, covalent bond crosslinked SCPNs
have difficulty in responding to the environment and adjusting
their conformations. To endow the SCPNs with enzyme-mimic
functions, non-covalent and dynamic covalent chemistry should
be incorporated into the SCPNs.

2.2. Non-covalent crosslinking strategy

Comparedwith covalent bond, non-covalent interaction enables
the construction of self-adaptive, self-replicating and self-healing
materials that mimic the natural smart systems [49,50]. Conse-
quently, SCPNs crosslinked by supramolecular interaction are more
akin to the natural protein regarding dynamic adaptability.
Learning from the natural enzymes, these non-covalent bonding
SCPNs may be decorated with metallorganic or organic catalytic
center to improve the catalytic efficiency and stereo-selectivity.
Due to their adaptability, these artificial enzymes may be more
intelligent through the regulation of stimuli signals, which may
help to exert more control towards the catalytic reactions.

The research of non-covalent bonding SCPNs started from the
study of the conformation transformation influenced by the supra-
molecular interactions. In fact, Vincent M. Rotello's group has
developed the early concept of non-covalent interaction based
SCPNs in 1990s [51e54]. They functionalized PS with anthracene
derivative, and the SCPNs were prepared by dissolving the resulting
polymer into nonpolar solvent [51]. Molecular dynamics calcula-
tions predicted that the conformation of the SCPNwas highly folded



Fig. 4. UV-induced chain collapse of the UPy-containing poly(norbornene). Reprinted
with permission from Ref. [55]; Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.
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and these polymer globules could be swelled by picric acid. These
interesting results could be explained by the p-p interaction be-
tween the anthracene groups. Moreover, the variable-temperature
fluorescence and GPC were used to study the stability of the poly-
mer globule and their complexion with picric acid. Similar to the
protein and nucleic acid folding, these polymer globules showed
thermal-induced cooperative unfolding, while the polymer-picric
acid showed more stability. Later, they modified the same polymer
precursor with triazine and studied the folding and unfolding pro-
cess mediated by hydrogen bonding [52]. Variable-temperature 1H
NMR titrations were performed to quantify the energetics during
the interactions between triazine-containing polymers and two
different receptors: flavin and 6-ferrocenyluracil (guest 2 in Fig. 3)
[54]. Compared with flavin/polymer system, the 6-ferrocenyluracil/
polymer system showed almost 13-fold enhancement in association
constant. Such obvious difference was caused by the internal bind-
ing model, where flavin bound with the polymeric globule by
unfolding and binding, while 6-ferrocenyluracil bound with the
polymer byencapsulation. Such encapsulationmechanismprovided
a biomimetic approach to the site isolation of the metalloenzymes.
These seminal studies have proven the significance of SCPNs and
provided several promising applications, despite they have not
provided enough evidence for the formation of SCPNs.

Recently, Meijer's group has developed the concept of non-
covalent bond crosslinking SCPNs by 2-ureido-pyrimidinone (UPy)
and benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxamide (BTA) groups. They first linked
the UPy group to the norborn-5-en-2-yl-methanol monomer, then
protected the UPy with UV-responsive 2-nitro-benzyl group [55].
These protected monomers were later copolymerized with nor-
bornene by ring-opening metathesis polymerization to obtain the
SCPN precursor (Fig. 4). Interestingly, these copolymers collapsed
into globular nanoparticles of ~20 nm upon UV exposure owing to
the dimerization of UPy groups. As these SCPNswere crosslinked by
the hydrogen bonding between UPy groups, their size in dilute
solution was larger than those crosslinked by covalent bonds. In a
similar approach, they conjugated the o-nitro-benzyl protected BTA
onto the poly(isobornyl methacrylate) backbone by click chemistry
[56]. The o-nitro-benzyl was shed by the UV light and the resulting
polymers self-assembled due to the BTA, which self-assembled into
helical stacks in nonpolar solvent (Fig. 5). As BTA is chiral, circular
Fig. 3. Different binding mechanisms of SCPN/flavin and SCPN/6-ferrocenyl uracil.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [54]; Copyright 2000 American Chemical Society.
dichroism (CD) spectrum could provide details about the collapse
process. The BTA self-assembly process was monitored by heating
the solution to 80 �C, then cooling to ambient temperature slowly.
Typical Cotton effect at l ¼ 225 nm was found during the cooling
process, which was attributed to the helical hydrogen bonded BTA
aggregates. Different from the free BTA molecules, BTA groups on
the polymer chains self-assembled with the onset of aggregation
concentration-independent, which means that the onset of aggre-
gation relied on the local BTA concentration, not the overall con-
centration. Moreover, the “sergeants and soldiers” principle has not
been found for the BTA on the polymer chains, which further
proved the intramolecular folding of the BTA-containing polymers.
Though the SCPNs have been studied for decades, this was the first
time that these nanoparticles were proven to be constructed
through intramolecular collapse of single polymer chain.

To fulfill their functions, proteins are intrinsically dynamic and
adaptive, which are similar to the manmade supramolecular sys-
tems. As a result, SCPNs needmore “intelligence”, that is to respond
to various circumstances. Combining the above two SCPN systems,
Meijer et al. [57] have successfully synthesized a series of intricate
and delicate ABA triblock copolymers with UPy in both “A” block
and the chiral BTA groups in the middle block through atom
transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) and post-polymerization
(Fig. 6). Importantly, these copolymers would undergo sequential
and orthogonal folding under successive thermal and light trigger,
which were confirmed by variable-temperature NMR, CD spec-
troscopy, GPC and AFM. Such orthogonal control of the SCPNs
system would definitely benefit the study of artificial enzyme and
protein mimicry. In fact, many stimuli such as redox, pH, light, gas
and heat could be chosen to design multiple-responsive SCPNs
systems that are more akin to the natural protein [58e61].

Instead of hydrogen bonding, Scherman's group has developed a
SCPN system in water based on the host-guest interaction between
cucurbit [8]uril and viologen (MV) and napthyl group [62]. The MV
and napthyl group were reported to form ternary complex with
association constant up to 1011 M-1, which is large enough to form
stable supramolecular polymers. They first conjugated the MV and
napthyl groups onto the polymer backbone and crosslinked them



Fig. 5. UV-induced chain collapse of the BTA-containing copolymer precursor. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [56]; Copyright 2011 WILEY-VCH.
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by adding cucurbit [8]uril in water to form SCPNs. To examine the
dynamic properties, 1-adamantanamine solution was instanta-
neously added into the nanoparticle solution and the stopped-flow
photophysical measurements were performed to monitor the
expansion of the SCPNs upon competitive guest dilution. The
intrinsic property of supramolecular linkers could resemble the
nature of proteins, which was in an intricate equilibrium between
different conformations. Later, they simplified this system and
Fig. 6. The chemical composition and response mechanism of the thermal- and UV-responsi
Society.
conjugated only MV onto the polymer backbone and used nor-
secoCB [10] as the crosslinker [63]. As nor-secoCB [10] had two
CB cavities, both of them formed host-guest complex with MV and
ultimately the SCPNs were prepared.

Akashi et al. modified the poly(g-glutamic acid) with various
grafting ratio of hydrophobic phenylalanine groups and found that
the aggregation behavior of these amphiphilic copolymers was
strongly influenced by the graft ratio of phenylalanine groups [64].
ve SCPNs. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [57]; Copyright 2012 American Chemical
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SCPNs could be obtained using copolymers with the molecular
weight of g-PGA over 140 kDa and the graft ratio ranged from 27 to
42%. Such biodegradable polymers may find applications in drug
delivery.

2.3. Dynamic covalent crosslinking

Dynamic covalent chemistry is a reversible chemical reaction
that is controlled by equilibrium [65]. Since dynamic covalent
chemistry is controlled by thermodynamics, it shows “proof” and
“correction” properties, which are the essential requirements of
smart materials. Meanwhile, the bond energy of dynamic covalent
bonds is usually weaker than that of common covalent bonds,
while stronger than that of supramolecular interactions. Due to its
reversibility, dynamic covalent chemistry presents characteristics
of both covalent chemistry and supramolecular chemistry, thus has
attracted more and more attention [66e70]. Recently, a variety of
dynamic covalent bonds, such as imine, acylhydrozone, disulfide
and trithiocarbonate, have been studied to construct molecular
cages, rotors, sensors and self-healing materials [71e75].

The earliest research work dealing with SCPNs and dynamic
covalent crosslinking dates back to 1997 when Guojun Liu and his
co-workers synthesized PS-block-poly(2-cinnamoylethyl methac-
rylate) and found that in THF/cyclohexane mixture these co-
polymers self-assembled into micelles accompanied with tadpole-
shaped unimers [76]. They crosslinked these unimers by UV-
induced cinnamates dimerization, which has been reported as
one member of the dynamic covalent chemistry toolbox. However,
they did not study the dynamic properties of this dynamic covalent
chemistry. In fact, it was in 2011 that Fulton et al. first prepared
Fig. 7. Thermal- and pH-responsive SCPN-gel transition. Reprinted
SCPNs by dynamic covalent acylhydrazone [77]. They synthesized
poly(vinylbenzaldehyde)s (PVBAs) by reversible additione-
fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization and cross-
linked them with a bis-hydrazide crosslinker. To prove the self-
adaptive property of the hydrazine-crosslinked SCPNs, they first
synthesized linear PVBAs with all the aldehyde groups functional-
ized with monoacylhydrazides, after which they collapsed these
PVBAs with bis-hydrazide crosslinkers in the presence of a catalytic
amount of trifluoroacetic acid. Moreover, they further prepared
aldehyde-containing copolymers poly[oligo (ethylene glycol)
methacrylate-co-p-(2-methacryloxyethoxy) benzaldehyde]
[P(OEGMA-co-MAEBA)] by RAFT polymerization and crosslinked
them with succinic dihydrazide intramolecularly to obtain SCPNs
with thermo-responsiveness (Fig. 7) [78]. Interestingly, these
thermo-responsive nanoparticles were found to constitutionally
reorganized intomacroscopic hydrogels after heating to above their
lower critical solution temperature (LCST) at pH 4.5 and redissolved
slowly to SCPNs after cooled to below their LCST. Both of these
states could be fixed by switching the temperature and pH, mani-
festing the dynamic adaptability of the acylhydrozone bond. To
illustrate the mechanism, 1H NMR, GPC and dynamic laser scat-
tering (DLS) were used to follow the transition process, fromwhich
they inferred that the hydrophilicity to hydrophobicity trans-
formation of the POEGMA segment may increase the local con-
centration of the acylhydrozone and facilitated the SCPN-to-
hydrogel transformation.

In another case, Zhao et al. synthesized copolymers poly(N,N-
dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate-co- 4-methyl-[7-(methacryloyl)
oxy-ethyl-oxy]coumarin) [P(DMAEMA-co-CMA)] with different
CMA ratios and crosslinked them simply by UV illumination [79]. At
with permission from Ref. [78]; Copyright 2013 WILEY-VCH.
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suitable CMA ratio, these copolymers could be crosslinked intra-
molecularly to form SCPNs. The 1H spinespin relaxation time (T2) of
DMAEMA protons, a parameter that is sensitive to the molecular
motion, was elegantly measured to monitor the conformation
changes during the crosslinking process, which showed a random
coil to globule transformation. Since the coordination ability of
tertiary amine of PDMAEMA segment with Au nanoparticles, these
SCPNs were exploited as the nanoreactors for Au nanoparticles
preparation. Interestingly, the formation rate of Au nanoparticles
increased as the crosslinking density improved, which can be
readily tuned by UV exposure time.

Meanwhile, SCPNs formed through disulfide bond, enamine
bond and naphthalene dimerization have also been studied
[80e82]. However, their applications have been less studied
compared with the covalent crosslinked SCPNs and supramolecular
interaction based SCPNs. More effort should be paid to expand the
dynamic covalent chemistry based SCPNs library as well as their
applications in biomimetic catalysis.

2.4. Protein mimicry by SCPNs

To mimic the proteins, especially the enzymes, the top priority
is to understand the proteins. Thanks to the computer simulation
and the large Protein Data Bank, scientists learn enzymes more
and more. They have found that proteins were composed with
sequence-specific amino chain, which folded into a unique 3D
structure with hydrophobic compartments and hydrophilic shell.
For enzymes, the 3D conformation of the active center is stabi-
lized with a synergistic action of hydrogen bonding, van der
Waals interaction, electrostatic interaction, hydrophobic interac-
tion and so on [83]. Similarly, by SCPNs formation, the polymer
precursors can collapse into 3D structures with hydrophobic
compartments stabilized with the hydrophilic periphery.
Fig. 8. Ru-Loaded SCPNs as the enzyme-mimic catalyst. Reprinted with p
Moreover, the artificial active center can be constructed by
incorporating organic or organometallic catalysts and be stabi-
lized by covalent or non-covalent crosslinking strategies.
Accordingly, SCPNs may supply an intriguing possibility to the
field of protein mimicry.

Among the three crosslinking strategies for SCPNs, supramo-
lecular interactions and dynamic covalent bonds may give access to
the artificial enzyme because of their dynamic adaptivity. Dynamic
covalent bonds can be found in many proteins, since disulfide
bonds in many cases contribute to the stability of proteins. Though
SCPNs crosslinked with disulfide bonds have been prepared, their
application in protein mimicry has not been studied [81]. Up to
now, the most studied SCPNs for protein mimicry is those cross-
linked by supramolecular interaction.

Meijer's and Palmans' group have exerted a great deal of effort
to endow SCPNswith enzyme-mimic catalytic properties. They first
loaded ruthenium-based catalyst, an important organometallic
catalyst, onto the ABA triblock copolymers (Fig. 8) [84]. The BTAs on
the polymer backbone self-assembled into a helical secondary
structure that created a hydrophobic compartment for the
ruthenium-based catalyst. These folded SCPNs were used as the
catalyst for the transfer hydrogenation of cyclohexanone and ace-
tophenone. CD spectrum indicated that the reaction condition did
not obstruct the self-assembly of the SCPNs in water. With 1‰
ruthenium loaded, the substrates quantitatively transformed into
the corresponding alcohol. The hydrophobic segment poly(lauryl
methacrylate) played a critical role in stabilizing the SCPNs after
loading the ruthenium-based catalyst [85]. Surprisingly, the co-
polymers without BTA segments showed similar catalytic results as
that catalyzed by the copolymers with BTA. In another case, they
modified the BTA-containing polymer with L-proline, which is an
organic catalyst for the Aldol reaction [86]. The resulting catalyst-
loaded polymers collapsed into SCPNs by dint of the BTA self-
ermission from Ref. [84]; Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society.
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assembly and were added to catalyze the reaction between cyclo-
hexanone and p-nitrobenzaldehyde in water. With the loading of
catalytic polymers as low as 0.5 mol% and rather low substrate
concentration, this catalytic reaction could still reach extremely
high conversion, while the unfolded state did not show any cata-
lytic activity.

However, the detailed functions of the conformation in the
catalytic process need more experimental evidence. Additionally,
more studies should be focused on the connection between the
selectivity of certain catalytic reaction and different SCPN confor-
mations. Only after the structureeeffect relationship between the
conformation of SCPN and the catalytic reaction is understood, the
design and adjustment of the catalytic reactions by SCPN confor-
mation could be realized.

3. Characterization of SCPNs

Compared with the common self-assemblies that are composed
of thousands of polymer chains, SCPN is formed through intra-
molecular crosslinking of only one polymer chain. As a result, one
primary issue of SCPN is to verify that the nanoparticle is composed
of only one polymer chain. There are many characterization tech-
niques for SCPN study, among which DLS is an important tool for
determining the SCPN formation. However, it is to some extent
empirical, where the size of SCPN crosslinked by covalent bond is
normally 3e10 nm varying with the solvent quality, while that
crosslinked by non-covalent bond is usually larger. Hence, these
observations can only be used as corroborative evidence for SCPN
formation. It was only recently that Meijer's and Scherman's group
used CD and stopped-flow photophysics respectively, to prove that
the SCPN they prepared was composed of only one polymer chain
[56,62]. Other than the primary structure determination, the inner
compartmental structure and the conformation transformation of
SCPN are the prerequisites to their application as enzyme-mimic
catalysis. Static laser light scattering (SLS), small angle X-ray scat-
tering (SAXS), small angle neutron scattering (SANS) and CD may
provide the details about the inner structure of SCPN. In this sec-
tion, we focus on the recent progress in SCPN characterization by
highlighting some important achievements. Readers who are
interested in the basic principles of these equipment are suggested
to read more specific books and reviews.

AFM is an effective tool for determining the surface information
and 3D structure of ultra-small nanoparticles. Its X resolution varies
with the size of the tip while Z resolution can be up to atomic level
[87]. Compared with TEM, AFM provides a robust technique for the
ultra-small nanoparticles regardless of the contrast. Moreover,
liquid AFM enables the visualization of the nanoparticles in water,
which is more accurate than performed in dry state. For SCPN
characterization, an additional advantage is that the morphology
changes could be visualized after carefully tuning the concentration
of the SCPN solutions. For example, Stals et al. have synthesized a
cylindrical polymer brush with extremely complex structures (see
Fig. 9) with the molecular weight up to 105 Da, which was large
enough to be visualized by the AFM [88]. Upon UV illumination, the
protected UPy groups dimerized intramolecularly and the whole
structure transformed into a more compact conformation. To
quantify the morphology change, the statistical radius of gyration
of the polymers before and after chain collapse could be extracted
and compared. Despite the direct visualization of the morphology
transformation, the in-depth details of the collapsed SCPNs have
not been obtained because of the limit of the X resolution. Besides,
the collapse process has not been observed directly in solution by
AFM. Instead, the polymers were absorbed on the mica, which may
increase the difficulty in determining the real morphology change.
Moreover, the concentration of the SCPNs should be carefully
tuned, otherwise the dry-induced self-assembly and aggregation
may disturb or even destroy the original SCPNs morphology.

To determine the morphology and evolutional change in solu-
tion, a growing number of studies have exploited SLS, SAXS and
SANS to examine the size and morphology of SCPNs in solution at
different levels. Thebasic principle of SLS, SAXS andSANS is to detect
the intensity of the scattering wave at a certain position when the
wave irradiates through the solution. Their difference lies in the
incidentwave: thewaveused for SLS is visible light, for SAXS isX-ray,
while for SANS is neutron. Generally, the overall size and aggrega-
tion number of the assemblies can be derived from SLS, while the
local structure and the conformation information of the macro-
molecules can be obtained from SAXS and SANS, which are of great
significance in the study of the structureeperformance relationship
of SCPNs. Taking advantage of SANS, Pomposo et al. have found that
SCPNs formed through “Michael” addition resembled those intrinsic
disorder protein like p67phox instead of those globular proteins,
which showedamazing contrast to thatobservedbyTEMindry state
[31]. These SCPNs were prepared by crosslinking the b-ketoester-
containing polymers with trimethylolpropane triacrylate, and TEM
showed compact globules with narrow distribution. However,
Kratky plot of the SCPNs showed the characteristics of partially
folded protein, which was verified by the molecular dynamic sim-
ulations. In another SCPN system, Gillissen et al. have studied how
the secondary structure driven by BTA self-assembly affects the
conformation of the SCPNs in solution through combining SANS
with circular dichroism spectroscopy [89]. They found that the
SCPNs were ellipsoidal particles in water at room temperature,
whichwas in close relationshipwith the BTA self-assembly. Because
of the evaporative self-assembly during the TEM sample prepara-
tion, it was important to introduce SANS into SCPN characterization.
Unfortunately, to get the conformation information, experimental
results need to be compared with the existing models, where the
coincidence between experimental and theoretical curves only
meant they have the same scattering profile while it did not mean
the same internal structure. Moreover, the accessibility of this
equipment made it difficult to be used extensively.

Other characterization techniques paid more attention to the
intrinsic characteristics of the polymer precursors, like fluores-
cence, chirality etc. These characteristics may help to study the
SCPNs, although they could only be applied to some systems. For
those polymers with fluorescent groups, stopped-flow fluorescence
measurement may help to study the folding kinetics. As mentioned
above, Scherman's group has fabricated SCPNs by crosslinking the
polymer precursors by cucurbit [8]uril and used stopped-flow
fluorescence to monitor the dynamic of the crosslinking process
[62]. Within 0.5 s, the fluorescence intensity of naphthyl groups
decreased to a plateau, which suggested that the nanoparticles
were formed. Instantaneous dilution of the as-formed nanoparticle
solution by 1-admanetanamine solution and monitored the emis-
sion intensity may provide a robust approach to verify the dynamic
property of the supramolecular linkage. As can be seen from Fig. 10,
the fluorescence intensity increased upon adding 1-admanetan-
amine solution, indicating the dissociation of the nanoparticles.
Other than fluorescence, chirality was another property that can be
exploited to characterize the structure of the SCPNs. For those
polymers or assemblies with chirality, CD could provide the
chirality change during the self-assembly or conformation changes.
For the SCPNs formed by the chiral BTAs self-assembly, the chirality
change during the collapse process could be monitored in solution.
The o-nitrobenzyl protected BTAs showed no Cotton effect, while
the BTAs after UV illumination for 1 h showed increasing Cotton
effect, which indicated that the BTA groups appended on the
polymeric chain self-assembled into helical stacks upon UV illu-
mination. Furthermore, CD spectroscopy may provide evidence for



Fig. 9. AFM characterization of the intramolecular folding of the brush copolymers. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [88]; Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.
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the intramolecullar collapse of SCPNs, as the onset of aggregation is
concentration-independent for intramolecular collapse. Through
the two-state folding model, the CD spectroscopy could be quan-
titatively analyzed. As the grafting ratio of BTA increased, the
melting temperature of the supramolecular assemblies increased,
while it showed no dependence on the concentration of the
nanoparticles, which verified the intramolecular folding of the
polymer precursors.
Fig. 10. Fluorescence changes upon instantaneously diluting the SCPN solution by 1-
adamantanamine and pure water (black line). Reprinted with permission from
Ref. [62]; Copyright 2012 WILEY-VCH.
4. Conclusions

Owing to the development of controlled/“living” polymerization
and supramolecular chemistry, various SCPNs have been designed
and their potential in enzyme mimicry indicated a further step
towards the artificial enzyme with designable compartments.
Despite these significant progresses, the goal of enzyme mimicry is
far from reached. To realize more complex compartmentation,
more effort should be contributed towards precise polymer syn-
thesis and orthogonal crosslinking groups. Additionally, the regu-
lation of SCPN's conformation needs more diversified triggers and
advanced characterization techniques so as to achieve and char-
acterize this process accurately, which may provide a toolbox for
the tunable enzyme-mimic catalysis in the future. To enrich the
characterization techniques, characterization methods used for
intrinsic disorder proteins such as single-molecule fluorescence
spectroscopy, single-molecule force spectroscopy and single-
nanopore-sensing skills may be exploited to study the SCPNs
[90]. It is only after the inner compartments of the SCPNs have been
studied clearly, that the programmable enzyme-mimic catalysis
can become a reality.
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